Summary- Born to be an Orphan
Born to be an Orphan is a book filled with evidence, which includes hundreds of emails from
various State of Texas governmental agencies stuttering as they attempt to answer Carolyn’s
questions about her time spent at Texas Youth Facilities and Detention Centers. Most of the
agencies responded with ambiguous answers, seemingly ignorant to their own agencies role.
Many of the Texas Agencies contacted did exactly what they were trained to do, which was to
simply divert the question to other Texas Agencies; proving that Governor Perry’s creation of
numerous redundant agencies, performed exactly as he intended; which was to simply
discourage inquirers to the point of exhaustion and frustration.
After finally being told by the Texas Youth Commissions Chief of Staff that he could not assist
because the Youth Facility Carolyn lived at was not under his agencies control; we seriously
doubted that Governor Perry would do anything to help resolve our request; and our doubts were
confirmed after we contacted Governor Perry’s office, and were told the Governor couldn’t be
bothered.
Eventually, we were contacted by the State of Texas Special Inspector General’s Office. We
were told that our case was going to be reviewed by the Texas Supreme Court. Over the next
year, we were provided almost daily update emails from an apparent Supreme Court case being
heard. Just as we thought the case was being completed, the case update emails simply stopped.
We have no way of knowing what happened, but can only guess that Governor Perry was behind
the closure.
Carolyn initially reached out to US Senator John Cornyn hoping he would have the necessary
resources and authority to research her history; but sadly he went along with Governor Perry.
Born to be an Orphan displays several years of emails from Carolyn and the State of Texas.
Unfortunately, after the years of research, she is no closer to holding those individuals
accountable for the trauma and abuse she suffered as a Ward of the State.
Virtually every agency Carolyn contacted claimed that they had no records of Carolyn’s time
spent in the custody of Texas; even though Carolyn had irrefutable evidence showing that she
was a Ward of the State.

